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 Loads/Off-loads up to 11,000 lbs. 
 Works like a forklift attached to your truck. 
 Swap complete bodies in less than 10 minutes. 
 Offload truck bodies in less than 3. 
 Designed for medium duty class 3 – 5 cab and 

chassis trucks. 60" to 120" Cab to Axle lengths. 
 Transferable when purchasing new vehicles. 

 Gravity Dump Systems can dump up to 45° 
 Operator friendly toggle control. 
 Build your own deck out of metal or wood. 
 Load anything from pallets to sea containers. 
 Low-maintenance hydraulic worm gear drive. 
 TruckTransformers are lockable to deter theft. 
 Road legal with or without truck body. 
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Fire departments can use the TruckTransformer system as a cost saving measure and to improve efficiency. Pod units 

can be outfitted prior to deployment with specialized equipment and transported with the TruckTransformer to leave at 

emergency scenes. Tools and equipment can also be stored in a container and transported with the TruckTransformer to 

be used and stored on site. 

One truck and one truck driver can easily load and unload these units freeing up extra fire fighters for more pressing 

matters. Pod units can later be retrieved and stored all year ready for deployment at a moment’s notice. 

The TruckTransformer system can also be used for transporting equipment such as water tanks, bobcats, mini 

excavators, ATV units and more to fight forest fires or access remote areas. 

Now one truck and one TruckTransformer can be used to transport specific tools and equipment for unique scenarios. 

Simply back under any pod unit, skid or truck body and the system will load up to 11,000lbs. Pod Units could include: 

 Forest Fire Units 

 Chemical Fire Units 

 Auxiliary Lighting Units 

 Hazardous Material Response Units 

 Command Post and Communications Units 

 Load Sea Containers, Flat Decks, Skids and more 
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